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DEBUT ALBUM FROM AWARD-WINNING DUBLINER FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 3RD  
 

“His soul-searching lyrics & voice combine to staggering effect.  Tighe performs an absolutely show-
stopping set. As far as comparisons go, a stripped back, darker Edwin Collins would be a start, likewise 
Richard Hawley.  Dylan Tighe should be heard” State.ie 
 
February 3rd sees the release of the debut album from Dubliner Dylan Tighe.  ‘RECORD’ was produced by Jimmy 
Eadie (Jape, David Kitt, Valerie Francis, Si Schroeder, We Cut Corners) and will be officially launched with a 
concert in Dublin’s Grand Social on February 13th.  The concert will feature Dylan Tighe on vocals and 
guitars alongside musicians also featured on the album including Seán Mac Erlaine on Bass Clarinet & 
Saxophone and Conor Murray on Drums with Donal Mac Erlaine on Saw & Trumpet.  Hilary Woods (ex 
JJ72) will open the evening.  Listen to the album & watch videos at www.dylantighe.bandcamp.com  
 
Dylan Tighe is a compelling musical force.  His debut release ‘Record’ is just that – a record of his personal 
history and experience of mental health issues and the resulting honest impact on life and love.  Dylan 
explains "I see my songs as part of a long history of songwriting dealing with mental distress, and I’ve been 
inspired by the songs of Peter Green, Daniel Johnston, Nick Drake and Roky Erikson.  The lyrics were mostly 
written during periods of meltdown and in direct response to some of the treatment and medications I received.  
Nearly all emerged with melodies, written on guitar. I never sat down to write them, they just came to me. The 
songs were later re-worked in the studio, but the lyrics remained largely unchanged."   
 
The combination of Dylan’s sonorous, lush vocals and harmonies layered over hammond organs, stylophones, 
guitars, synths, samples, clarinets and brass gives rise to a pure, authentic collection of 10 songs.   "We recorded 
the album sporadically over four years.  We would take the bare bones of a song and try different things, building 
layers and sounds, shaping the songs as we went along. We set no limits…” 
 
Dylan’s instincts are as poetical as they are musical. The lyrics, over producer Jimmy Eadie's delicate, yet 
bright soundscape, combine to form a unity and breath of sounds throughout the album.  “We used some old 
ribbon mics and valve amps and I play a very old Gibson guitar, so the combination of very old instruments with 
very new electronic elements had a big impact on how the album sounds.  I'd call the style counter-
melancholic… it could easily have become very dark - this guy lying in his room with a guitar but we wanted to 
take it away from that”. 
 
State.ie described his HWCH 2012 appearance as "by far one of the most intriguing performers at this year’s 
festival, Tighe performs an absolutely show-stopping set” and named his gig in the top 25 of the festival. 
 
Dylan is also an award-winning theatre-maker and won the Irish Times Theatre award for Best Production in 
2010. His most recent theatre work at the Cork Midummer Festival and Dublin Theatre Festival was described  as 
"extraordinary" by Irish Times, "original and fearless" by Irish Theatre Magazine and by the Irish Independent 
as creating” a new theatrical form for a new way of thinking”.  As an actor he has performed at home and 
internationally with companies including Pan Pan, Via Negativa (Slovenia) and The Abbey Theatre. He has 
appeared in TV, film and radio productions including The Snapper (BBC) and Rasaí na Gaillimhe (TG4).  He was 
artist in residence at the Irish Cultural Centre, Paris in 2011. Dylan’s most recent radio play for RTÉ was 
nominated for the highly prestigious Prix Europa Radio Prize 2013. 
 
‘Record’ is available on 180gram vinyl, CD and download from bandcamp, i-tunes, Amazon and on Spotify. 
 
Listen to the album & watch videos: www.dylantighe.bandcamp.com  
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